The phenomenon described by our title should surprise no one. What may be surprising though is how easy it is to produce a quantum system with this feature; moreover, that system is one that is often used for the purpose of showing how systems equilibrate. The violation can be variously manifested. In our detailed example, bringing a detuned 2-level system into contact with a monochromatic reservoir does not cause it to relax to the reservoir temperature; rather, the system acquires the reservoir's level-occupation-ratio.
Introduction
The zeroth law of thermodynamics is a kind of transitivity. Suppose that if system A is in contact with system B they do not exchange energy. Similarly if A is in contact with another system C, they also do not exchange energy. Then if B and C are brought into contact they too will not exchange energy. As suggested by its position among the laws, this observation about Nature is what permits the other laws of thermodynamics to be discussed.
In this article we present a system that violates the zeroth law. It is a model, and the actual physical systems for which this is (sometimes) an excellent approximation would presumably satisfy the zeroth law on time scales for which the modeling broke down. Nevertheless, there may be experimental time scales for which an apparent violation could be exhibited. In any case, like Arnold's cat map [1] , this not-quite-physical system serves to elucidate the foundations of thermodynamics.
The key to the breakdown is the fact that our model system is not ergodic. In classical mechanics ergodicity is usually phrased as the equality of time and phase-space averages. This is equivalent to the non-existence of any constant of the motion except energy (we assume the system is confined so as to fix momentum and angular momentum). In the quantum context, we take ergodicity to mean the absence of non-energy constants, and what lies behind the phenomenon we exhibit is just such a quantity.
A fundamental property of temperature (see for example [2] ) is that objects placed in contact are not in equilibrium unless they have the same temperature. In demonstrating the zeroth law breakdown, we will give an example in which two systems at the same temperature, when placed in contact, evolve to different temperatures. Call one system "A" (which will be thought of as a reservoir) and the other "S," a two-level system. After contact (as described below) they will be at different temperatures. If A is then placed in contact with a second system (say S ) that has energy spacing different from that of S, S will evolve to a third temperature. However, if S and S are brought in contact, they will exchange energy, violating the zeroth law.
For the purpose showing the approach to the non-equilibrium stationary state we will use an intermittent contact. However, having attained that state, reservoir contact becomes arbitrary; it can continue to follow our scheme or it can remain indefinitely coupled, with the density matrix of the system remaining fixed and out of equilibrium. To illustrate subtleties of our contact process we will treat two interaction schemes. For both of them the systems evolve to temperatures different from the reservoir, and for the one that does not violate the zeroth law the specifics of the contact indeed play a role.
Models and Numerical Results
As indicated we work with two interaction models, one for didactic purposes only. The two interactions are commonly called "rotating wave," which will exhibit the zeroth law violation, and "spin-boson," which as stated, is included for purposes of contrast. The Hamiltonians on which we focus are
where
Our notation is standard. System A is a collection of harmonic oscillators (thought of as photons or phonons) and a † and a are its creation and annihilation operators. For system S we have similar operators, s † and s, although since we take S to have only two levels, squares of these operators are zero. The quantity γ multiplying the potential is a convenient overall scaling. Both interactions are physically significant. For RW, using the Wigner-Weisskopf method it is shown in [3] 1 that if the oscillator states have a thermal distribution with in-verse temperature β, 2 then the ratio of probabilities for the excited and ground states of S is e −βE -the usual equilibrium. RW dynamics has, besides H , the constant of motion
and is not ergodic. From the demonstration [3] (see footnote 1) it would seem that there are no thermodynamic consequences. This satisfying situation is the result of approximations and assumptions on A. Consider a single frequency reservoir that is detuned from S, i.e., E = ω. We want A to act as a reservoir. It begins at temperature 1/β and couples to S for a short time, after which they are decoupled; A is refreshed and they are re-coupled. 3 This models the Markovian assumption in studies of dissipative dynamics in that A loses its correlations with S. Similarly, in diffusion a particle connects and disconnects in successive encounters with other particles (viewed as a reservoir), with correlations carried away by translational degrees of freedom. Our coupling-decoupling has the following mathematical realization: let the initial density matrix be
Next separate the systems and form the reduced density matrix for S, ρ S ( t) = Tr A ρ( t). The nature of A as a reservoir is manifested by assuming that it recovers from its interaction with S, and is again in equilibrium at temperature 1/β. Repeat this many times. Thus the time-2 t state of S is given by ρ S (2 t 
A physical realization could be the passage S through a sequence of sharply tuned cavities-but not tuned to the frequency of S. The coupling is weak, but one expects S to eventually acquire the temperature of A; it does not. We find, both numerically and analytically, that the relative probability of being excited is exp(−βω), not exp(−βE).
Remark
We speak of S's disequilibrium in terms of temperature for convenience only. For a 3-(or more) level system there is also a failure to reach the appropriate Boltzmann distribution. Moreover, if one uses the rotating wave coupling, then the zeroth law breakdown described in this article does obtain. In particular, S adopts the level-occupation probabilities of the reservoir and it takes no energy to maintain this disequilibrium. However, only if S's levels are equally spaced 4 can one still speak of temperature. (A similar result in different circumstances was found in [4] .)
The disequilibrium, however surprising, is not by itself a consequence of non-ergodicity. The SB model, without the constancy of N , behaves similarly, although the final temperature depends on other variables. The intermittent interaction means that the overall effective Hamiltonian is time-dependent, hence need not conserve energy. Thus when contact is broken there can be interaction energy, γ Tr(ρ( t)V ), whose elimination requires external work and thus maintains the disequilibrium. 5 Where the RW model is different is that-as we will show-in the non-equilibrium stationary state there is no A-S decoupling energy. 
with U a random unitary matrix (and any resulting temperature inversion reversed). t for Runs 1-3 were respectively 3, 2 and 0.5, while the coupling (γ ) was respectively (π/10)[1/2, 1/2, 1], with "g" of (2) unity (the "π " was to avoid accidental resonances). In all cases the 2-level system energy spacing is 1/2 and the same non-equilibrium limit is attained, namely ρ S (final) ∝ exp(−βωs † s), a state matching the reservoir's distribution Separating the systems costs nothing and nevertheless disequilibrium is maintained. Since energy is conserved during the contact interval, the coupling energy equals (up to a sign) the change in H A + H S . Thus if S has reached its steady state, the cost of maintaining disequilibrium is the change in H A . For RW this cost is zero. After quantitative analyses, we will give a qualitative argument for RW's peculiarity, with the role of non-ergodicity evident.
In Fig. 1 is shown the time-dependence of β-effective, computed from the occupancy ratio, for a 2-state RW system for which E = ω/2. The initial β for S is 1, so that as they repeatedly touch and pull away, S cools. Figure 2 shows the interaction energy. As S approaches its (non-equilibrium) steady state, the RW interaction energy goes to zero. 6 In the sequel we first present a density matrix formalism in which the standard equilibration result is shown to be approximate. Then we specialize to single-frequency reservoirs, where the evidence is unambiguous: For RW, S adopts the occupation ratio of the bath, not its temperature. If A has frequency ω, that ratio is exp(−βω), giving S an effective temperature T eff = (E/ω)T bath . This is true whether the A-S contact duration is long or short and whether or not S begins in a diagonal density matrix. For SB, S tends to an effective temperature that is (in general) not that of the bath. For a certain limit of γ and t the temperature of S tends to infinity. Moreover, for RW maintaining disequilibrium costs no work, i.e., the coupling and decoupling requires no energy once S has become stationary. However, for SB, in its non-equilibrium steady state, during each decoupling the bath gains energy, an increase that comes at the expense of whatever external process implements the decoupling (cf. [7] ).
Small Time Calculation
For a general reservoir, single or multiple frequency, we begin with ρ(0) = ρ S (0) ⊗ ρ A , where ρ S (0) is arbitrary and
In analyzing (5) 
Although our results are more general, we specialize (6) to a "diffusion limit" [8] , namely, γ → ∞ and t → 0 such thatγ
In this limit we compute We first apply these results to RW. Calculating the appropriate matrix elements and commutators, we obtain two independent equations. For the diagonal
The off-diagonal element satisfies
(and ρ S,01 = ρ S,10 * ). As a result |ρ S,01 | ∼ e (iE−Γ )t → 0, where
Using ρ S,11 = 1 − ρ S,00 in (8) yields for the limit
If g k is sharply peaked at k 0 such that E = ω k 0 , a short calculation shows that
This recovers thermal equilibrium, and is the result of Einstein [9] . However, this conclusion depends on the {g k }. In general, one does not recover thermal equilibrium. Figure 3 shows how effective temperature varies with the width of a Gaussian approximation to a δ-function. The temperature is off, albeit not grossly. For the monochromatic, detuned thermal bath, "g k " is a δ-function at some k, but now E = ω k . Equation (10) yields the probability ratio e −βω k , the dropoff exponential of the bath.
As a result S has effective temperature
We turn to the SB interaction. Calculating the matrix elements in the limit (7) and ρ S,01 → 0 for t → ∞. The system tends to infinite temperature, which is consistent with [7] , although the recoupling scheme differs.
Rotating Wave, Arbitrary Times
Returning to RW, we show that (12) holds for any interaction duration. The single frequency reservoir only has transitions within H n ≡ {|n, 0 , |n − 1, 1 } (1 st label A, 2 nd S), for n ≥ 1, a manifestation of non-ergodicity. Taking g real (for simplicity) and γ = 1, the Hamiltonian is
with the σ 's the Pauli spin matrices. Defining
Assume that ρ S (0) is diagonal in the energy basis, so that transitions away from each |n A , n S can be analyzed separately (the general case is treated in Appendix A). From (14), if one begins in S's ground state, the probability of excitation is r n = (ng 2 /Ω 2 n ) sin 2 Ω n t (≤ 1). For de-excitation the probability is the same, as is evident from (14). Calling the ground state probability, summed over all n A , q, the change in q after a single interaction interval is
In the second sum r takes the index (n + 1) because these contributions to q come from H n+1 . Their weight in ρ A is nevertheless p n . Both sums can be taken from 0 to ∞ since r 0 = 0. The second sum can be written p n r n+1 = e βω p n+1 r n+1 . DefineΓ ≡ p n r n . Then (15) becomes Setting q = 0 to find the stationary state gives (1 − q)/q = e −βω . (It is also easy to see that convergence to this value is exponentially rapid.)
The same argument can be applied to changes in A's probability distribution during the course of S's coupling. The possible transitions and the probability transfer for each are as follows: Losses in p n : [|n, 1 → |n
The limiting value of q is given by (1−q)/q = e −βω . Using the fact that initially p n+1 /p n = e −βω , we find that p n = 0. When S has reached its non-equilibrium steady state there is no change in the reservoir's probability distribution, hence no change in its energy. Moreover, by conservation of energy during the period of contact, there is also no residual coupling energy. (This is also true for a non-diagonal ρ S (0). See Appendix A.)
Spin-Boson: Disequilibrium Takes Work
For SB, numerically, the temperature does converge, but to a value that depends on details (see Fig. 4 ). In the diffusion limit, the propagator becomes U = exp(−iγ V √ t). The SB interaction induces the following transitions: for n ≥ 0, (n, ) → (n + 1, 1 − ), = 0 or 1, with matrix elementγ √ t √ n + 1, and for n ≥ 1, (n, ) → (n − 1, 1 − ) with matrix elementγ √ t √ n. As in (15), we monitor changes in q. Now both sums have the same range and using the squares of the matrix elements, q =γ 2 t{−q p n [n + (n + 1)] + (1 − q) p n [n + (n + 1)]}. Requiring q = 0 implies q = 1 − q, or equal probability of excited and ground states, namely infinite temperature. However, unlike the RW case, the reservoir does not go to its original state at the end of each connection interval. We have calculated, both analytically and numerically, that the energy cost in this limit isγ 2 t , so that per unit physical time there is a cost,γ 2 , to maintain the disequilibrium.
Discussion
For RW, we provided a simple argument for the equality of A and S occupation ratios. But even in our "simple" argument it may not have been clear where non-ergodicity entered. In the following we do it in words. When S is in its steady state each contact with A must leave it with as much energy as it had before. This does not imply (cf. SB) that the final energy of A is unchanged. However, with the additional conservation law of total excitation number (4) for RW, the reservoir must also be left with its original excitation. Energy constancy for the system implies constancy for the reservoir. (This argument also applies if S has more than two levels.) With a multi-frequency reservoir this argument fails, since energy transfer can be accomplished by superpositions of excitations of many frequencies. Moreover, for any finite number of reservoir oscillators greater than one, the decoupling process does take energy (see Appendix B).
For both models the systems are in contact with a monochromatic reservoir and have temperatures different from that of the reservoir. By itself this violates nothing: the connectiondisconnection process allows a transfer of energy that can maintain disequilibrium. Where the surprise lurks is that for the rotating wave model, this transfer is zero. The systems are in intermittent contact, but S is in a state of disequilibrium that takes no energy to maintain. Note too that once stationarity has been attained the contact can be intermittent or not, since our effect is independent of t . Another way of phrasing the violation is that after each contact period it could happen (and does happen for SB) that the final reservoir state has changed its energy in such a way as to maintain the disequilibrium. However, for RW this "change" is zero.
In principle, the effect we have reported here must disappear on a sufficiently long time scale, since in the real world the rotating wave interaction is only an approximation. However, if the detuning is slight it will be a good approximation, so that a variation of the physical setup mentioned earlier (an effectively two-state system passing through a succession of detuned cavities) could yield the disequilibrium discussed here.
The last line implicitly defines c n , etc. The general form of the initial density matrix is
. . , n S = 0, 1. μ is real and 0 ≤ μ ≤ 1. The term ρ OD is the off-diagonal (for S) contribution. It is given by
The condition on ζ is guarantees that ρ(0) is a bona fide density matrix. The time-dependence of ρ is obtained from ρ(t) = Uρ(0)U † . This can be evaluated for each term in the sum and gives the following for ρ(t):
where U n is the matrix given in (A.2) (or its equivalent in bra-ket notation). In (A.5) U n+1 appears in the second sum, since this acts in H n+1 . Note too that H 0 (with basis |0, 0 ) is constant in time. The off-diagonal term is
This becomes
In each subspace H n , S's operators can be written as 2-by-2 matrices with R n ≡ |n, 0 n − 1, 1|, the raising (with respect to A) operator. Similarly Once again, a constant flow of work must be provided by an external source during the coupling/decoupling process.
